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Abstract
Molecularly aligned liquid-crystalline (LC) polymer films hold great promise for next-generation high-performance
photonics, electronics, robotics, and medical devices. Photoalignment methods capable of achieving precise molecular
alignment in a noncontact manner have been actively studied. Recently, we proposed the concept of using spatiotemporal
photopolymerization to induce molecular diffusion and the resulting alignment, termed scanning wave photopolymerization
(SWaP). The spatial gradient of the polymer concentration is the dominant factor in inducing the molecular diffusion and
alignment of LCs. However, the effect of polymer concentration on molecular alignment behavior remains unclear. In this
study, we performed SWaP at different exposure energies to modulate the polymer concentration during polymerization. We
found that a certain polymer concentration was required to initiate the alignment. Furthermore, the phase diagram of the
polymer/monomer mixtures and real-time observations during SWaP revealed that phase emergence and unidirectional
molecular alignment occurred simultaneously when the polymer concentration exceeded 50%. Since SWaP achieves
molecular alignment coincident with photopolymerization, it has the potential to revolutionize material fabrication by
consolidating the multiple-step processes required to create functional materials in a single step.

Introduction

Precise control of molecular alignment is crucial because it
enables the amplification of molecular functionality to the
macroscopic level, which substantially enhances the various

properties of materials [1–4]. Materials fabricated with
controlled molecular alignment are expected to find appli-
cations in the next generation of high-performance optics
[5, 6], electronics [7, 8], robotics [9, 10], and medical
devices [11, 12]. One key material is liquid crystals (LCs),
which exhibit various anisotropic properties due to their
molecular alignability based on their cooperative effect.
Among the various techniques proposed for aligning LCs
over large areas, mechanical methods are commonly used
industrially to induce macroscopic molecular alignment
[13–15]. Representative examples include the stretching of
LC polymer films and the coating of LCs over a rubbed
surface. These methods are highly convenient and powerful
for inducing unidirectional alignment; however, they
involve possible damage to materials due to their contact-
based nature. In addition, precise alignment control is
inherently difficult with two or more dimensions. Photo-
alignment techniques with the advantages of a noncontact
process and high spatial resolution have been explored
as alternatives [16–26]. The photoalignment method
was first reported by Ichimura et al. [17]. Nematic LCs on
an azobenzene monolayer reversibly change their alignment
direction through trans–cis photoisomerization of
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azobenzenes [17]. In addition to the trans–cis photo-
isomerization of azobenzenes [18, 19], other photoalign-
ment methods utilizing different photochemical reaction
systems, including the photocrosslinking of cinnamate
derivatives [20–22], the photo-Fries rearrangement of phe-
nyl benzoate derivatives [23, 24], and the photo-
decomposition of polyimides [25, 26], have been reported.
The advancement of such photoalignment methods has
enabled precise two-dimensional alignment and facilitated
the fabrication of advanced materials for applications such
as holograms [27–29], solar cells [30], and soft actuators
[9, 10, 31, 32].

Recently, we proposed a new concept of a photoalign-
ment process, termed scanning wave photopolymerization
(SWaP), where spatiotemporal photopolymerization indu-
ces molecular diffusion, acting as the driving force for
aligning molecules [33–38]. Spatio-selective photo-
polymerization produces polymers only in the irradiated
region, causing the concentration gradients of monomers
and polymers at the boundary between the irradiated and
unirradiated regions. Mutual molecular diffusion occurs at
the boundary to compensate for this spatial difference in the
concentration, resulting in the alignment of anisotropic
molecules along the diffusion direction. Light scanning
generates steady-state molecular diffusion and aligns
molecules over a large area. Since SWaP utilizes physico-
chemical phenomenon, i.e., molecular diffusion, as the
driving force for alignment, it enables precise control of
alignment in various materials and polymerization systems
in terms of mesogen structures [33], guest dye molecules
[35], additive polymers [33], and radical and cationic
polymerization systems [33]. Moreover, various one- and
two-dimensional alignment patterns over a large area were
induced simply by changing the shape and movement of
irradiation light patterns [33, 35, 36]. To elucidate the
underlying mechanism, we conducted a series of experi-
ments on the effects of the film thickness [33], poly-
merization temperature [33], light scanning rate [33], and
LC phase on the alignment behavior [38]. Furthermore, we
performed theoretical calculations [33] and visualized
molecular diffusion using quantum dots [37]. The spatial
distribution of the polymer concentration is the dominant
factor in molecular diffusion and the resulting alignment of
LCs. However, the effect of polymer concentration on the
molecular alignment behavior during SWaP has yet to be
explored. In this study, we performed SWaP under different
exposure energies to modulate spatiotemporal polymer
concentrations and investigated their molecular alignment
behavior. We found that a certain exposure dose during
SWaP was required to induce unidirectional molecular
alignment over large areas. Furthermore, a phase diagram of
the polymer/monomer mixtures and real-time observation
of the SWaP process using a polarized optical microscope

revealed that an LC phase emerged when the polymer
concentration exceeded the threshold value, and the mole-
cular alignment was stabilized. This underlying mechanism
suggests that SWaP enables dynamic control of photo-
polymerization and molecular alignment. This finding
demonstrates the innovative aspect of SWaP, by which the
entire process of polymer synthesis, alignment, and film
formation can be conducted in a single light irradiation step,
avoiding time-consuming and labor-intensive processes.

Experimental procedures

Materials

The chemical structures of the materials used in this study
are shown in Fig. 1. The photopolymerizable anisotropic
monomer 4-cyanophenyl 4-((6-(methacryloyloxy)hexyl)
oxy)benzoate (M6BACP) was obtained from ENEOS
Corp., Tokyo, Japan. The photoinitiator Irgacure 651 was
purchased from Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan. Unless otherwise stated, the compounds were used
without any purification.

Fabrication of polymer films by SWaP

Two types of glass cells were prepared for photo-
polymerization according to the irradiation setup: one used
two glass substrates with a size of 25 × 15 mm, and the
other consisted of a glass substrate (25 × 25 mm) and a
micro cover glass (18 × 18 mm). The glass substrates were
ultrasonically cleaned with 2-propanol for 30 min before
use. The gap of the glass cells was determined by bonding
with glue containing 2-μm-diameter silica spacers (Thermo
Scientific, 9000 Series, #9002, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Waltham, MA, USA). A glass cell fabricated with a
microcover glass was used for in situ observation
during SWaP.

A schematic illustration of the photopolymerization of
M6BACP by SWaP is shown in Fig. 2. A polymerizable
sample was prepared by mixing M6BACP and Irgacure 651
at a molar ratio of 100:1, following the procedure descri-
bed in our previous study [33], and was injected into glass
cells by melting at 150 °C. After cooling to 90 °C, at which
point the polymerized M6BACP exhibited an LC phase, the
sample was irradiated with a scanned ultraviolet (UV)
slit light using a UV–digital light processor (UV–DLP;

Fig. 1 Chemical structures of the materials used in this study
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MLS-DIR-LC65365, ASKA Corp., Japan) to initiate pho-
topolymerization. For the in situ observation during SWaP,
an irradiation setup was designed to incorporate a DLP
within a polarized optical microscope (POM; BX53,
Olympus Co., Ltd., Japan), termed POM–DLP (MLS-
OLBX-LC45365, ASKA Corp., Japan). The DLP employed
both in UV–DLP and POM–DLP consists of a digital
micromirror device (DMD) and a UV light-emitting diode
(LED) with a peak wavelength of 369 nm for UV–DLP and
374 nm for POM–DLP. The DMD pixel size is 7.56 μm
square at 1920 × 1080 pixels for UV–DLP and 5.40 μm
square at 1280 × 720 pixels for POM–DLP. In POM–DLP,
a longpass filter (R-62, AGC Techno Glass Co., Ltd., Japan)
was installed at the light source of POM to prevent the
progress of polymerization caused by exposure other than
the UV–LED. After photopolymerization, the cell was
immersed in liquid nitrogen and quenched to room tem-
perature to obtain a polymer film.

Evaluation of molecular alignment

The optical anisotropy and molecular alignment of the
obtained polymer films were evaluated by using POM
equipped with a Berek compensator (U-CBE, Olympus
Corp., Tokyo, Japan). The birefringence (Δn) was evaluated
by measuring the retardation (R) and dividing R by the film
thickness (d) according to the equation Δn= R/d [39].

Evaluation of the LC properties of the M6BACP
monomer and polymer mixtures

M6BACP polymers were prepared by the following pro-
cedure. The polymerizable sample was injected into a
glass cell made by bonding two glass substrates
(25 × 75 mm) with a 100-μm-thick polyimide spacer at
150 °C and cooled to 90 °C. Polymerization was con-
ducted by irradiation with 365 nm UV light throughout the
cell at an intensity of 15 mW/cm2 for 30 min by a
UV–LED (LHPUV365-2501, Iwasaki Electric Co., Ltd.,
Japan). The 1H NMR spectrum and molecular weight
distribution curve of the polymer revealed a number-
average molecular weight of 109,900, a polydispersity
index of 2.4, and a conversion of 99% (Supplementary

Text S1, Supplementary Fig. S3). Samples with various
polymer concentrations were prepared by weighing the
obtained polymer and monomer separately on a balance
and then mixing them to weight fractions of 0–99 wt%.
The mixture was dissolved in THF and stirred for 1 day at
room temperature. After the solvent was removed under
vacuum for 3 h at 40 °C, 1 h at 80 °C, and 8 h at room
temperature, the LC properties of the monomer/polymer
mixtures were evaluated by differential scanning calori-
metry (DSC, DSC7000X, Hitachi High-Tech Corp.,
Tokyo, Japan) at a scanning rate of 10 °C/min.

Results and discussion

Effect of exposure dose on the molecular alignment
behavior of SWaP

The effect of the polymer concentration during SWaP on
the degree of molecular alignment was investigated by
altering the exposure dose (E) in the SWaP process. The
value of E was calculated by using the following equation:
E= w×I/v, where I, w, and v represent the light intensity
(mW/cm2), slit width (μm), and light scanning rate (μm/s),
respectively. The photoirradiation conditions are summar-
ized in Table 1. The light intensity was fixed at
35 mW/cm2, and E was adjusted to 1.8–560 mJ/cm2 by
changing the slit width and the light scanning rate. As
representative examples, POM images of the polymer films
fabricated at E values of 280, 140, and 58 mJ/cm2 are
shown in Fig. 3a–c. The films obtained at E values of 280
and 140 mJ/cm2 exhibited uniform optical anisotropy; the
images were completely dark when the light scanning
direction was parallel or perpendicular to the polarizers and
became bright when the films were rotated by 45°. Fur-
thermore, POM observation with a Berek compensator
revealed that the anisotropic units (phenyl benzoate moi-
eties) were aligned unidirectionally along the light scan-
ning direction (Supplementary Fig. S2). When E was
58 mJ/cm2, neither uniform optical anisotropy nor uni-
directional molecular alignment was induced. To quantify
the degree of molecular alignment, the birefringence
(Δn) of the polymer films fabricated under various
exposure doses was evaluated (Fig. 2d, Supplementary
Table S1). The films fabricated at exposure doses of
58 mJ/cm2 or less showed no optical anisotropy, which
indicates that the molecular alignment was macroscopically
random. In contrast, unidirectional molecular alignment
was induced above 140 mJ/cm2, with a maximum Δn of
0.04 at 280 mJ/cm2. An increase in the exposure dose
yields a greater polymer concentration in the films, sug-
gesting that a certain polymer concentration is required to
align molecules in SWaP.

Fig. 2 Schematic illustrations of the photopolymerization process with
scanned slit light

Effect of polymer concentration on molecular alignment behavior during scanning wave photopolymerization



Phase diagram of M6BACP polymer/monomer
mixtures

The polymer concentration dependence of the molecular
alignment behavior may be related to the LC phase of the
polymer/monomer mixture. The difference in the LC-to-
isotropic phase transition temperature due to the polymer
concentration in the mixture may cause a dynamic change
in the phase during SWaP and affect the molecular align-
ment behavior. As a first step in exploring the potential
influence of the LC phase on molecular alignment induc-
tion, the relationship between the polymer concentration
and the LC phase was investigated. Figure 4a shows DSC
thermograms of the polymer/monomer mixtures with var-
ious polymer concentrations. The homopolymer (polymer
concentration of 99%) showed an exothermic peak at
117 °C. POM observation under crossed polarizers of the
homopolymer below 117 °C showed a schlieren texture
characteristic of an LC phase, which became completely
dark above 117 °C (Fig. 4b). Therefore, the exothermic
peak is attributed to an LC-isotropic phase transition. These
results are consistent with previous reports [40]. On the
other hand, the monomer (polymer concentration of 0%)
showed an exothermic peak at 30 °C. POM observation
revealed that the peak is derived from a crystalline-isotropic
phase transition without showing an LC phase (Fig. 4c).

The polymer/monomer mixtures at polymer concentrations
between 99 and 20% showed a single exothermic peak
derived from the LC-isotropic phase transition. POM
observation of the mixtures also revealed the presence of the
LC phase (Supplementary Fig. S4). With decreasing poly-
mer concentration, the phase transition temperature
decreased from 117 to 61 °C. The mixture with a polymer
concentration of 10% showed two exothermic peaks. The
high-temperature side (red triangle) and the low-
temperature side (purple triangle) were attributed to LC-
isotropic and crystalline-LC phase transitions, respectively.
A phase diagram of the M6BACP polymer/monomer mix-
ture is shown to summarize the phase transition tempera-
tures (Fig. 5). The diagram clearly indicates that the
temperature range in which the LC phase shifts toward
higher temperatures as the polymer concentration increases.
Focusing on the phase transition behavior during SWaP
conducted at 90 °C, it was revealed that the LC phase
appeared at a polymer concentration higher than 50%.

Real-time observation of the molecular alignment
induced by SWaP

To understand the emergence of the LC phase during SWaP
and its influence on molecular alignment behavior, real-time
observation of molecular alignment during SWaP was car-
ried out by employing POM–DLP. The SWaP was con-
ducted with a light intensity of 35 mW/cm2, a light scanning
rate of 31 μm/s, exposure doses of 29, 280, and 560 mJ/cm2,
and slit widths of 26, 250, and 501 μm. Snapshots of the
POM observations during SWaP are shown in Fig. 6 (see
Supplementary Movies 1–3). At an exposure dose of
29 mJ/cm2, no bright region was observed in the area
immediately after the slit light passed, implying that the LC
phase did not appear during the polymerization process with
the scanned slit light (Fig. 6a). A bright region indicating
the emergence of the LC phase appeared after 93 s and
expanded throughout the whole area at 106 s, macro-
scopically revealing a typical polydomain structure without
uniform optical anisotropy. On the other hand, at exposure
energies of 280 and 560 mJ/cm2, the LC phase appeared at

Table 1 Photoirradiation conditions for SWaP

Entry Light intensity
(mW/cm2)

Slit width
(μm)

Scanning rate
(μm/s)

Exposure dose
(mJ/cm2)

1 35 5.2 99 1.8

2 35 5.2 78 2.3

3 35 5.2 62 3.2

4 35 5.2 31 5.8

5 35 28 31 29

6 35 52 31 58

7 35 125 31 140

8 35 250 31 280

9 35 500 31 560

Fig. 3 POM images of the
polymer films fabricated by
SWaP at exposure doses of
280 mJ/cm2 (a), 140 mJ/cm2 (b),
and 58 mJ/cm2 (c). The crossed
arrows show the direction
of the polarizers. Yellow
arrows show the light scanning
direction. Scale bars, 200 μm.
d Birefringence of the polymer
films obtained by SWaP as a
function of exposure dose
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31 and 16 s, respectively, upon the passage of the slit light
(Fig. 6b, c). This indicates that these exposure energies are
sufficient to bring about a polymer concentration above
50%, which is necessary for the emergence of the LC phase
at 90 °C. The observed LC phase regions showed uniform
optical anisotropy with unidirectional molecular alignment
under these conditions. Therefore, we concluded that SWaP
caused an increase in the polymer concentration and
induced molecular alignment simultaneously with the
appearance of the LC phase.

According to the results above, the underlying mechan-
ism of the molecular alignment induced by SWaP can be
described as follows. Before polymerization, non-LC
monomers are present in a random alignment. SWaP pro-
duces polymers only in the irradiated area, and the polymer
concentration gradient between the irradiated and uni-
rradiated areas causes mutual molecular diffusion of
monomers and polymers. This diffusion causes shear stress
on the anisotropic monomers and polymers, resulting in
unidirectional molecular alignment along the diffusion
direction. When SWaP is performed above a certain

Fig. 4 a DSC thermograms of
the polymer/monomer mixtures
with polymer concentrations of
0–99% during the third cooling
process at a scan rate of
10 °C/min. Red, blue, and purple
triangles show the temperatures
of the LC–isotropic,
crystalline–isotropic, and
crystalline–LC phase transitions,
respectively. POM images of the
homopolymer (b) and monomer
(c) films. The observed
temperatures of the films are
depicted in the images. The
crossed arrows show the
direction of the polarizers.
Scale bars: 20 μm

Fig. 5 Phase diagram of the mixture of the M6BACP polymer and
monomer. The gray, pink, blue, and yellow areas represent the iso-
tropic, LC, crystalline phases, and glassy state, respectively

Fig. 6 Snapshots of real-time observation using POM–DLP during
SWaP at exposure doses of 29 mJ/cm2 (a), 280 mJ/cm2 (b), and
560 mJ/cm2 (c). POM images were taken at 0, 93, and 106 s (a); 0, 31,
and 93 s (b); and 0, 16, and 87 s (c) after starting irradiation. The white
dashed squares show the irradiated areas. The crossed arrows show the
direction of the polarizer. Yellow arrows show the light scanning
direction. Scale bars: 500 μm

Effect of polymer concentration on molecular alignment behavior during scanning wave photopolymerization



exposure dose, the polymer concentration exceeds 50%
immediately after light irradiation, and the LC phase
appears. This LC phase emergence contributes to main-
taining the aligned state and the rapid increase in viscosity,
which leads to an increase in shear stress acting on the
anisotropic molecules (Supplementary Fig. S5). The aligned
LC state that appears simultaneously as the slit light passes
through is stabilized and expanded over large areas along
the light scanning direction. On the other hand, under lower
exposure dose conditions, the polymer concentration during
the passage of the slit light remains below 50%. As a result,
the absence of the LC phase during SWaP results in
relaxation of the molecular alignment, leading to no uni-
form optical anisotropy. These results indicate that the
polymer concentration and LC phase during SWaP, in
which molecular diffusion occurs, are essential for inducing
uniform molecular alignment over large areas.

Following the above mechanism, the polymer concentra-
tion and polymerization temperature are the dominant factors
affecting the molecular alignment behavior during SWaP. We
conducted two proof-of-concept experiments: increasing the
polymer concentration beforehand (preexposure) and low-
ering the polymerization temperature to promote the
expression of the LC phase. We performed preexposure
throughout the cell at a polymerization temperature of 90 °C
and an exposure dose of 210mJ/cm², followed by SWaP at
58mJ/cm². As a result, unidirectional molecular alignment
was induced even under the SWaP condition, where mole-
cular alignment could not be achieved. The photo-
polymerization at a lowered temperature of 70 °C also resulted
in the formation of unidirectional molecular alignment at an
exposure dose of 58mJ/cm2 (Supplementary Fig. S6).

Conclusion

We investigated the effect of polymer concentration, the
dominant factor in molecular diffusion and LC nature, on
the molecular alignment behavior induced by our developed
photopolymerization technique, SWaP. The investigation of
SWaP at various exposure doses revealed that sufficient
doses above a certain threshold are required to induce
molecular alignment. We hypothesized that the appearance
of the LC phase associated with the polymer concentration
affects the alignment behavior. A phase diagram of the
polymer/monomer mixtures revealed that the LC phase
emerged when the polymer concentration reached 50%
during SWaP. Furthermore, real-time observation during
SWaP revealed a temporal relationship between the pre-
sence of the LC phase and the induction of molecular
alignment. These results indicated that the emergence of the
LC phase during SWaP is the critical factor in molecular
alignment. Notably, SWaP enables a single-step preparation

of aligned polymer films, which are conventionally pre-
pared by serial processes of polymer synthesis, orientation
control, and film fabrication. Therefore, SWaP has the
potential to revolutionize material production by serving as
a fundamental technique for the development of ground-
breaking functional materials.
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